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Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! “War of the
Worlds for the 21st century.” – Wall Street Journal
The Three-Body Problem is the first chance for
English-speaking readers to experience the Hugo
Award-winning phenomenon from China's most
beloved science fiction author, Liu Cixin. Set against
the backdrop of China's Cultural Revolution, a secret
military project sends signals into space to establish
contact with aliens. An alien civilization on the brink
of destruction captures the signal and plans to
invade Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, different camps
start forming, planning to either welcome the
superior beings and help them take over a world
seen as corrupt, or to fight against the invasion. The
result is a science fiction masterpiece of enormous
scope and vision. The Three-Body Problem Series
The Three-Body Problem The Dark Forest Death's
End Other Books Ball Lightning Supernova Era To
Hold Up The Sky (forthcoming) At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
George R.R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire novels
and HBO's Game of Thrones series depict a
medieval world at war. But how accurate are they?
The author, an historian and medieval martial arts
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expert, examines in detail how authentically Martin's
fictional world reflects the arms and armor, fighting
techniques and siege warfare of the Middle Ages.
Along the way, he explores the concept of
"medievalism"--modern pop culture's idea of the
Middle Ages.
This graphic novel adaptation contains more than
fifty pages of exclusive content not available in the
original comic books, including • a new Preface by
George R. R. Martin • early renderings of key
scenes and favorite characters from the novels • a
walk-through of the entire creative process, from
auditioning the artists to tweaking the scripts to
coloring the final pages • behind-the-scenes
commentary from Daniel Abraham, Tommy
Patterson, and series editor Anne Groell You’ve
read the books. You’ve watched the hit series on
HBO. Now acclaimed novelist Daniel Abraham and
illustrator Tommy Patterson bring George R. R.
Martin’s epic fantasy masterwork A Game of
Thrones to majestic new life in the pages of this fullcolor graphic novel. Comprised of the initial six
issues of the graphic series, this is the first volume in
what is sure to be one of the most coveted
collaborations of the year. Winter is coming. Such is
the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of
the fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert
Baratheon in far-off King’s Landing. There Eddard
Stark of Winterfell rules in Robert’s name. There his
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family dwells in peace and comfort: his proud wife,
Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and Rickon; his
daughters Sansa and Arya; and his bastard son, Jon
Snow. Far to the north, behind the towering Wall, lie
savage Wildings and worse—unnatural things
relegated to myth during the centuries-long summer,
but proving all too real and all too deadly in the
turning of the season. Yet a more immediate threat
lurks to the south, where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the
King, has died under mysterious circumstances.
Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his
queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel,
vainglorious Prince Joffrey, and the queen’s
brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and
wealthy House Lannister—the first a swordsman
without equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted
stature belies a brilliant mind. All are heading for
Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change
the course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the
Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir of the fallen House
Targaryen, which once ruled all of Westeros,
schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of
barbarian Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in
the only coin left to him: his beautiful yet innocent
sister, Daenerys.
HBO's hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based
on George R. R. Martin's internationally bestselling
series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, the greatest
fantasy epic of the modern age. A GAME OF
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THRONES is the first volume in the series. Summers
span decades. Winter can last a lifetime. And the
struggle for the Iron Throne has begun. It will stretch
from the south, where heat breeds plot, lusts and
intrigues; to the vast and savage eastern lands; all
the way to the frozen north, where an 800-foot wall
of ice protects the kingdom from the dark forces that
lie beyond. Kings and queens, knights and
renegades, liars, lords and honest men... all will play
the Game of Thrones. Winter is coming...
The Words in My Hands
The Little Book of Game of Thrones Facts
Game of Thrones: A Guide to Westeros and Beyond:
The Complete Series
A Game of Thrones
A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms
Just after ‘Bring Up the Bodies’ author
Hilary Mantel won the Man Booker for ‘Wolf
Hall’, she fell gravely ill. This is her
remarkable hospital diary.
The Fact Bomb Company proudly presents the
Little Book of Game of Thrones Facts.We have
complied the ultimate list of Game of Thrones
facts covering the books, television series,
major houses, key organisations, religions,
history and more! This book makes a fine
addition to the collection of any Game of
Thrones fan and will provide plenty of
unbelievable facts to impress family, friends
or work colleagues. In the spirit of House
Stark, "THE FACTS ARE COMING!"
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HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based
on George R. R. Martin’s internationally
bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age.
A GAME OF THRONES is the first volume in the
series.
HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based
on George R R Martin’s internationally
bestselling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE,
the greatest fantasy epic of the modern age.
A STORM OF SWORDS: BLOOD AND GOLD is the
SECOND part of the third volume in the
series. ‘Colossal, staggering . . . one of
the greats’ SFX
Game of Thrones 5-Copy Boxed Set
A Novel
A Game of Thrones, A Clash of Kings, A Storm
of Swords, A Feast for Crows, and A Dance
with Dragons
The Official A Game of Thrones Coloring Book
A Song of Ice and Fire: Book One

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BOOK
BEHIND THE FIFTH SEASON OF THE ACCLAIMED
HBO SERIES GAME OF THRONES Don’t miss the thrilling
sneak peek of George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire:
Book Six, The Winds of Winter Dubbed “the American
Tolkien” by Time magazine, George R. R. Martin has
earned international acclaim for his monumental cycle of
epic fantasy. Now the #1 New York Times bestselling author
delivers the fifth book in his landmark series—as both
familiar faces and surprising new forces vie for a foothold
in a fragmented empire. A DANCE WITH DRAGONS A
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SONG OF ICE AND FIRE: BOOK FIVE In the aftermath
of a colossal battle, the future of the Seven Kingdoms hangs
in the balance—beset by newly emerging threats from every
direction. In the east, Daenerys Targaryen, the last scion of
House Targaryen, rules with her three dragons as queen of
a city built on dust and death. But Daenerys has thousands
of enemies, and many have set out to find her. As they
gather, one young man embarks upon his own quest for the
queen, with an entirely different goal in mind. Fleeing from
Westeros with a price on his head, Tyrion Lannister, too, is
making his way to Daenerys. But his newest allies in this
quest are not the rag-tag band they seem, and at their heart
lies one who could undo Daenerys’s claim to Westeros
forever. Meanwhile, to the north lies the mammoth Wall of
ice and stone—a structure only as strong as those guarding
it. There, Jon Snow, 998th Lord Commander of the Night’s
Watch, will face his greatest challenge. For he has powerful
foes not only within the Watch but also beyond, in the land
of the creatures of ice. From all corners, bitter conflicts
reignite, intimate betrayals are perpetrated, and a grand cast
of outlaws and priests, soldiers and skinchangers, nobles
and slaves, will face seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
Some will fail, others will grow in the strength of darkness.
But in a time of rising restlessness, the tides of destiny and
politics will lead inevitably to the greatest dance of all.
Praise for A Dance with Dragons “Filled with vividly
rendered set pieces, unexpected turnings, assorted
cliffhangers and moments of appalling cruelty, A Dance
with Dragons is epic fantasy as it should be written:
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passionate, compelling, convincingly detailed and
thoroughly imagined.”—The Washington Post “Long live
George Martin . . . a literary dervish, enthralled by
complicated characters and vivid language, and bursting
with the wild vision of the very best tale tellers.”—The New
York Times “One of the best series in the history of
fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times
Claire Randall is leading a double life. She has a husband
in one century, and a lover in another... In 1945, Claire
Randall, a former combat nurse, is back from the war and
reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon—when
she innocently touches a boulder in one of the ancient stone
circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a
Sassenach—an "outlander"—in a Scotland torn by war and
raiding border clans in the year of our Lord...1743. Hurled
back in time by forces she cannot understand, Claire's
destiny in soon inextricably intertwined with Clan
MacKenzie and the forbidden Castle Leoch. She is
catapulted without warning into the intrigues of lairds and
spies that may threaten her life ...and shatter her heart. For
here, James Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior, shows
her a passion so fierce and a love so absolute that Claire
becomes a woman torn between fidelity and desire...and
between two vastly different men in two irreconcilable lives.
THE BOOK BEHIND THE THIRD SEASON OF GAME OF
THRONES, AN ORIGINAL SERIES NOW ON HBO. A
SONG OF ICE AND FIRE: BOOK THREE Of the five
contenders for power, one is dead, another in disfavor, and
still the wars rage, as alliances are made and broken.
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Joffrey sits on the Iron Throne, the uneasy ruler of the
Seven Kingdoms. His most bitter rival, Lord Stannis, stands
defeated and disgraced, victim of the sorceress who holds
him in her thrall. Young Robb still rules the North from the
fortress of Riverrun. Meanwhile, making her way across a
blood-drenched continent is the exiled queen, Daenerys,
mistress of the only three dragons left in the world. And as
opposing forces maneuver for the final showdown, an army
of barbaric wildlings arrives from the outermost limits of
civilization, accompanied by a horde of mythical Others—a
supernatural army of the living dead whose animated
corpses are unstoppable. As the future of the land hangs in
the balance, no one will rest until the Seven Kingdoms have
exploded in a veritable storm of swords. “Of those who
work in the grand epic-fantasy tradition, [George R. R.]
Martin is by far the best. In fact . . . this is as good a time as
any to proclaim him the American Tolkien.”—Time “Long
live George Martin . . . a literary dervish, enthralled by
complicated characters and vivid language, and bursting
with the wild vision of the very best tale tellers.”—The New
York Times “One of the best series in the history of
fantasy.”—Los Angeles Times
The perfect gift for fans of HBO's Game of Thrones—a
boxed set featuring the first four novels! George R. R.
Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire series has become, in many
ways, the gold standard for modern epic fantasy.
Martin—dubbed the "American Tolkien" by Time
magazine—has created a world that is as rich and vital as
any piece of historical fiction, set in an age of knights and
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chivalry and filled with a plethora of fascinating,
multidimensional characters that you love, hate to love, or
love to hate as they struggle for control of a divided
kingdom. This bundle includes the following novels: A
GAME OF THRONES A CLASH OF KINGS A STORM OF
SWORDS A FEAST FOR CROWS
A Game of Thrones; A Clash of Kings; A Storm of Swords;
A Feast for Crows
Game of Thrones: The Noble Houses of Westeros
The Armageddon Rag
A Song of Ice and Fire 1-5
The Art of Game of Thrones, the Official Book of Design
from Season 1 to Season 8
Filled with gorgeous illustrations and artwork from HBO's hit
series, The Art of Game of Thrones is the definitive collection.
Beautifully crafted and presented in a deluxe, large format,
these pages present a visual chronicle of the meticulous work
done by artists to bring the world of Westeros to life onscreen.
The everything-you-missed, wanted-to-know-more-about, and
can’t-get-enough guide to the Game of Thrones television
series—from the first episode to the epic finale. Valar
morghulis! Spanning every episode across all eight seasons,
INSIDER’s entertainment correspondent Kim Renfro goes
deep into how the show was made, why it became such a
phenomenon and explores every detail you want to know. It’s
the perfect book to look back at all you may have missed or
to jump-start you on a second viewing of the whole series. As
an entertainment correspondent, Renfro has covered the
show’s premieres, broken down key details in scenes,
explored characters’ histories, and interviewed the cast,
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directors, and crew. In this book, she sheds new light on the
themes, storylines, character development, the meaning of
the finale, and what you can expect next. Some of the
questions answered here include: What was the Night King’s
ultimate purpose? How did the show effect George R.R.
Martin’s ability to finish the book series? Why were the final
seasons shorter? Why did the direwolves get shortchanged?
How were the fates of Jon Snow and Daenerys Targaryen
foretold from the start? Was that really a bittersweet ending?
Winter may have come and gone, but there is still plenty to
discover and obsess over in this behind-the-scenes fan guide
to the Game of Thrones HBO series.
A Game of ThronesVoyager
The sixth book in George R. R. Martin's critically acclaimed,
world wide best-selling series A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE the inspiration behind HBO's GAME OF THRONES. 'An
absorbing, exciting read ... Martin's style is so vivid that you
will be hooked within a few pages' The Times
A Game of Thrones, a Clash of Kings, a Storm of Swords, a
Feast for Crows, and a Dance with Dragons
The Three-Body Problem
A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros
A Song of Ice and Fire Series: A Game of Thrones, A Clash
of Kings, A Storm of Swords, and A Feast for Crows
Volume Two
As the Seven Kingdoms face a generation-long
winter, the royal Stark family confronts the
poisonous plots of the rival Lannisters, the
emergence of the Neverborn demons, the
arrival of barbarian hordes, and other
threats.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Perfect for fans
of George R. R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and
Fire and HBO’s Game of Thrones, this one-of-aPage 10/26
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kind adult coloring book features forty-five
exclusive illustrations! ALL MEN MUST DRAW In
a world where weddings are red, fire is
green, and debts are paid in gold, countless
images leap off the page thanks to the eyepopping intricacy of the vivid settings and
details. Now, for the first time, fans of
this blockbuster saga can fill in the blanks
and marvel as this meticulously imagined
universe comes to life, one sword, sigil, and
castle at a time. With dozens of stunning
original black-and-white illustrations from
world-renowned illustrators Yvonne Gilbert,
John Howe, Tomislav Tomi?, Adam Stower, and
Levi Pinfold, this unique collector’s item
expands the reach of an international
phenomenon with flying colors.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Perfect for fans
of A Song of Ice and Fire and HBO’s Game of
Thrones—an epic history of Westeros and the
lands beyond, featuring hundreds of pages of
all-new material from George R. R. Martin! If
the past is prologue, then George R. R.
Martin’s masterwork—the most inventive and
entertaining fantasy saga of our
time—warrants one hell of an introduction. At
long last, it has arrived with The World of
Ice & Fire. This lavishly illustrated volume
is a comprehensive history of the Seven
Kingdoms, providing vividly constructed
accounts of the epic battles, bitter
rivalries, and daring rebellions that lead to
the events of A Song of Ice and Fire and
HBO’s Game of Thrones. In a collaboration
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that’s been years in the making, Martin has
teamed with Elio M. García, Jr., and Linda
Antonsson, the founders of the renowned fan
site Westeros.org—perhaps the only people who
know this world almost as well as its
visionary creator. Collected here is all the
accumulated knowledge, scholarly speculation,
and inherited folk tales of maesters and
septons, maegi and singers, including • fullcolor artwork and maps, with more than 170
original pieces • full family trees for
Houses Stark, Lannister, and Targaryen • indepth explorations of the history and culture
of Westeros • 100% all-new material, more
than half of which Martin wrote specifically
for this book The definitive companion piece
to George R. R. Martin’s dazzlingly conceived
universe, The World of Ice & Fire is indeed
proof that the pen is mightier than a storm
of swords.
As the Seven Kingdoms face a generation-long
winter, rival families battle over control of
the Iron Throne, while preternatural forces
and barbarian hordes threaten the land.
A Game of Thrones [Slipcase Edition]
The Winds of Winter
Ink in the Blood: A Hospital Diary
A Storm of Swords (HBO Tie-in Edition): A
Song of Ice and Fire: Book Three
A Song of Ice and Fire Boxed Set
THE HIT ORIGINAL SERIES FROM HBO #1
INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING AUTHOR GEORGE R.
R. MARTIN A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE Includes GAME OF
THRONES A CLASH OFPage
KINGS
A STORM OF SWORDS A
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FEAST FOR CROWS A DANCE WITH DRAGONS
The perfect read and perfect gift for Game of Thrones fans
The official, definitive oral history of the blockbuster show
from Entertainment Weekly’s James Hibberd, endorsed by
George R. R. Martin himself (who calls it “an amazing read”),
reveals the one Game of Thrones tale that has yet to be told:
the thirteen-year behind-the-scenes struggle to make the
show. Fire Cannot Kill a Dragon shares the incredible,
thrilling, uncensored story of Game of Thrones, from the
creators' first meetings with George R. R. Martin and HBO
through the series finale, including all the on-camera battles,
off-camera efforts, and the many controversies in between.
The book also features more than fifty candid new interviews,
rare and stunning photos, and unprecedented access to the
producers, cast, and crew who took an impossible idea and
made it into the biggest show in the world.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Bestselling writer Daniel
Abraham and acclaimed illustrator Tommy Patterson bring
their stunning graphic-novel adaptation of George R. R.
Martin’s classic A Game of Thrones to a stunning finish that
merits a place alongside the majestic original on the
bookshelf of every fantasy fan. The death of King Robert
Baratheon and the imprisonment of his Hand, Lord Eddard
Stark of Winterfell, has set the great houses of Westeros at
one another’s throats. In Winterfell, Eddard’s eldest son and
heir, Robb Stark, has gathered an army and is pushing south,
determined to free his father. Along the way, he pledges to
marry the daughter of Lord Walder Frey in exchange for a
military advantage that allows him to capture Jaime
Lannister—a powerful bargaining chip to ensure Lord
Eddard’s safe release. But it is one thing to capture the
Kingslayer and quite another to hold him. Meanwhile, in
King’s Landing, young King Joffrey has other ideas than an
exchange of prisoners. Ignoring
the advice of his mother,
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Queen Cersei, he throws oil on the flames of conflict and
ignites a conflagration that seems likely to consume not only
the Starks but all of Westeros—unless Tyrion Lannister, the
Imp, can bring the mad boy-king to heel. Beyond the Wall,
greater dangers are brewing, as a winter as brutal as any in
history approaches, bringing with it unnatural creatures out of
legend. There, Eddard’s bastard, Jon Snow, must decide
once and for all where his loyalties lie. And across the Narrow
Sea, Daenerys Targaryen will learn the true measure of
grief—and emerge from its fiery depths transformed,
hardened, and ready to claim what is hers by right: the Iron
Throne.
A NEW ORIGINAL SERIES, NOW ON HBO. Here is the first
volume in George R. R. Martin's magnificent cycle of novels
that includes "A Clash of Kings" and "A Storm of Swords." As
a whole, this series comprises a genuine masterpiece of
modern fantasy, bringing together the best the genre has to
offer. Magic, mystery, intrigue, romance, and adventure fill
these pages and transport us to a world unlike any we have
ever experienced. Already hailed as a classic, George R. R.
Martin's stunning series is destined to stand as one of the
great achievements of imaginative fiction. A GAME OF
THRONES Long ago, in a time forgotten, a preternatural
event threw the seasons out of balance. In a land where
summers can last decades and winters a lifetime, trouble is
brewing. The cold is returning, and in the frozen wastes to the
north of Winterfell, sinister and supernatural forces are
massing beyond the kingdom's protective Wall. At the center
of the conflict lie the Starks of Winterfell, a family as harsh
and unyielding as the land they were born to. Sweeping from
a land of brutal cold to a distant summertime kingdom of
epicurean plenty, here is a tale of lords and ladies, soldiers
and sorcerers, assassins and bastards, who come together in
a time of grim omens. Here
an enigmatic band of warriors
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bear swords of no human metal; a tribe of fierce wildlings
carry men off into madness; a cruel young dragon prince
barters his sister to win back his throne; and a determined
woman undertakes the most treacherous of journeys. Amid
plots and counterplots, tragedy and betrayal, victory and
terror, the fate of the Starks, their allies, and their enemies
hangs perilously in the balance, as each endeavors to win
that deadliest of conflicts: the game of thrones. "From the
Paperback edition."
300 Years Before A Game of Thrones
Game of Thrones and the Official Untold Story of the Epic
Series
A Dance with Dragons (HBO Tie-in Edition): A Song of Ice
and Fire: Book Five
The World of Ice & Fire
Volume Four
HBO’s hit series A GAME OF THRONES is based on
George R R Martin’s internationally bestselling series
A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE, the greatest fantasy epic
of the modern age.
Part coming of age, part call to action, this fastpaced #ownvoices novel about a Deaf teenager is a
unique and inspiring exploration of what it means to
belong. Smart, artistic, and independent, sixteen
year old Piper is tired of trying to conform. Her mom
wants her to be “normal,” to pass as hearing, to get
a good job. But in a time of food scarcity,
environmental collapse, and political corruption,
Piper has other things on her mind—like survival.
Piper has always been told that she needs to
compensate for her Deafness in a world made for
those who can hear. But when she meets Marley, a
new world opens up—one where Deafness is
something to celebrate, and where resilience means
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taking action, building a com-munity, and believing
in something better. Published to rave reviews as
Future Girl in Australia (Allen & Unwin, Sept. 2020),
this empowering, unforgettable story is told through
a visual extravaganza of text, paint, collage, and
drawings. Set in an ominously prescient near future,
The Words in My Hands is very much a novel for our
turbulent times.
You Win or You Die: The Houses of the Seven
Kingdoms is a detailed guide to the major Houses
that inhabit the world of Game of Thrones, filled with
information on each House's sigil, history, home,
family tree, character profiles, alliances, and more,
fully illustrated with series photography throughout.
A must-have for the millions of collectors of all things
GOT.
George R.R. Martin's A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE -- the
story so far. The greatest epic work of the modern
age is now available in a collectible box set. Now a
major Sky Atlantic TV series from HBO, featuring a
stellar cast.
A Game of Thrones: The Story Continues Books 1-5: A
Game of Thrones, A Clash of Kings, A Storm of
Swords, A Feast for Crows, A Dance with Dragons (A
Song of Ice and Fire)
Volume One
An Adult Coloring Book
Fire Cannot Kill a Dragon

NOW THE ACCLAIMED HBO SERIES GAME OF
THRONES—THE MASTERPIECE THAT BECAME A
CULTURAL PHENOMENON Winter is coming. Such is
the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the
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fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in
far-off King’s Landing. There Eddard Stark of Winterfell
rules in Robert’s name. There his family dwells in peace
and comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb,
Brandon, and Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya;
and his bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north, behind
the towering Wall, lie savage Wildings and
worse—unnatural things relegated to myth during the
centuries-long summer, but proving all too real and all
too deadly in the turning of the season. Yet a more
immediate threat lurks to the south, where Jon Arryn, the
Hand of the King, has died under mysterious
circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell,
bringing his queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his son,
the cruel, vainglorious Prince Joffrey, and the queen’s
brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and wealthy
House Lannister—the first a swordsman without equal,
the second a dwarf whose stunted stature belies a
brilliant mind. All are heading for Winterfell and a fateful
encounter that will change the course of kingdoms.
Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea, Prince Viserys, heir
of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled all of
Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne with an army of
barbarian Dothraki—whose loyalty he will purchase in
the only coin left to him: his beautiful yet innocent sister,
Daenerys.
The perfect gift for fans of George R. R. Martin's A
SONG OF ICE AND FIRE and HBO's GAME OF
THRONES, this one-of-a-kind colouring book features
more than forty-five exclusive illustrations!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · Taking place nearly
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a century before the events of A Game of Thrones, A
Knight of the Seven Kingdoms compiles the first three
official prequel novellas to George R. R. Martin’s ongoing
masterwork, A Song of Ice and Fire. NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY LOS ANGELES
TIMES AND BUZZFEED These never-before-collected
adventures recount an age when the Targaryen line still
holds the Iron Throne, and the memory of the last dragon
has not yet passed from living consciousness. Before
Tyrion Lannister and Podrick Payne, there was Dunk and
Egg. A young, na ve but ultimately courageous hedge
knight, Ser Duncan the Tall towers above his rivals—in
stature if not experience. Tagging along is his diminutive
squire, a boy called Egg—whose true name is hidden
from all he and Dunk encounter. Though more
improbable heroes may not be found in all of Westeros,
great destinies lay ahead for these two . . . as do
powerful foes, royal intrigue, and outrageous exploits.
Featuring more than 160 all-new illustrations by Gary
Gianni, A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms is a must-have
collection that proves chivalry isn’t dead—yet. Praise for
A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms “Readers who already
love Martin and his ability to bring visceral human drama
out of any story will be thrilled to find this trilogy brought
together and injected with extra life.”—Booklist “The real
reason to check out this collection is that it’s simply great
storytelling. Martin crafts a living, breathing world in a
way few authors can. . . . [Gianni’s illustrations] really
bring the events of the novellas to life in beautiful
fashion.”—Tech Times “Stirring . . . As Tolkien has his
Silmarillion, so [George R. R.] Martin has this trilogy of
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foundational tales. They succeed on their own, but in
addition, they succeed in making fans want
more.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Pure fantasy
adventure, with two of the most likable protagonists
George R. R. Martin has ever penned.”—Bustle “A mustread for Martin’s legion of fans . . . a rousing prelude to
[his] bestselling Song of Ice and Fire saga . . . rich in
human drama and the colorful worldbuilding that
distinguishes other books in the series.”—Publishers
Weekly
Inspired by the Emmy Award–winning credits sequence
that opens each episode of the hit HBO series, Game
of Thrones: A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros is guaranteed
to thrill the show’s legions of fans. Featuring stunning
pop-up recreations of several key locations from the
series, including the formidable castle of Winterfell, the
lavish capital city King’s Landing, and the Wall’s stark
majesty, this book—designed by renowned paper
engineer Matthew Reinhart—takes you into the world of
the series like never before. Game of Thrones: A Pop-Up
Guide to Westeros features a total of five stunning
spreads, which fold out to create a remarkable pop-up
map of Westeros that is perfect for displaying. The book
also contains numerous mini-pops that bring to life iconic
elements of the show, such as direwolves, White
Walkers, giants, and dragons. All the pops are
accompanied by insightful text that relays the rich history
of the Seven Kingdoms and beyond, forming a dynamic
reference guide to the world of Game of Thrones.
Visually spectacular and enthrallingly interactive, Game
of Thrones: A Pop-Up Guide to Westeros sets a new
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standard for pop-up books and perfectly captures the
epic scope and imagination of the series.
Outlander
A Storm of Swords: Part 2 Blood and Gold (A Song of
Ice and Fire, Book 3)
A Game of Thrones: The Illustrated Edition
Fire & Blood
George R. R. Martin's A Game of Thrones 5-Book Boxed
Set (Song of Ice and Fire Series)

The ultimate, definitive companion to the biggest TV series in
the world - Game of Thrones ̲ Delve deeper into
Westeros than ever before. Covering all eight seasons, this
remarkable volume offers a unique and exciting visual
exploration of the world of Game of Thrones. In two parts, the
book follows the story of the South, where kings and queens
battle for the Iron Throne, and of the North, where the White
Walkers and their army of the dead gather. Filled with bold
infographics, illuminating timelines, stunning photography,
and insightful essays, this essential guide celebrates the
many complexities of this extraordinary world.
For the first time, all five novels in the epic fantasy series that
inspired HBOʼs Game of Thrones are together in one eBook
bundle. An immersive entertainment experience unlike any
other, A Song of Ice and Fire has earned George R. R.
Martin̶dubbed “the American Tolkien” by Time
magazine̶international acclaim and millions of loyal readers.
Now this bundle collects the entire monumental cycle in the
most convenient format available: A GAME OF THRONES A
CLASH OF KINGS A STORM OF SWORDS A FEAST FOR
CROWS A DANCE WITH DRAGONS “One of the best series
in the history of fantasy.”̶Los Angeles Times Winter is
coming. Such is the stern motto of House Stark, the
northernmost of the fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King
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Robert Baratheon in far-off Kingʼs Landing. There Eddard
Stark of Winterfell rules in Robertʼs name. There his family
dwells in peace and comfort: his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons
Robb, Brandon, and Rickon; his daughters Sansa and Arya;
and his bastard son, Jon Snow. Far to the north, behind the
towering Wall, lie savage Wildings and worse̶unnatural
things relegated to myth during the centuries-long summer,
but proving all too real and all too deadly in the turning of the
season. Yet a more immediate threat lurks to the south,
where Jon Arryn, the Hand of the King, has died under
mysterious circumstances. Now Robert is riding north to
Winterfell, bringing his queen, the lovely but cold Cersei, his
son, the cruel, vainglorious Prince Joffrey, and the queenʼs
brothers Jaime and Tyrion of the powerful and wealthy House
Lannister̶the first a swordsman without equal, the second a
dwarf whose stunted stature belies a brilliant mind. All are
heading for Winterfell and a fateful encounter that will change
the course of kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea,
Prince Viserys, heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which
once ruled all of Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne
with an army of barbarian Dothraki̶whose loyalty he will
purchase in the only coin left to him: his beautiful yet innocent
sister, Daenerys. “Long live George Martin . . . a literary
dervish, enthralled by complicated characters and vivid
language, and bursting with the wild vision of the very best
tale tellers.”̶The New York Times
A dazzling illustrated edition of the book that started it all̶for
readers of A Song of Ice and Fire and fans of HBOʼs Game of
Thrones. Published in celebration of the twentieth anniversary
of George R. R. Martinʼs landmark series, this lavishly
illustrated special edition of A Game of Thrones̶featuring
gorgeous full-page artwork as well as black-and-white
illustrations in every chapter̶revitalizes the fantasy
masterpiece that becamePage
a cultural
phenomenon. And now
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the mystery, intrigue, romance, and adventure of this
magnificent saga come to life as never before. A GAME OF
THRONES A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE: BOOK ONE With a
special foreword by John Hodgman Winter is coming. Such is
the stern motto of House Stark, the northernmost of the
fiefdoms that owe allegiance to King Robert Baratheon in faroff Kingʼs Landing. There Eddard Stark of Winterfell rules in
Robertʼs name. There his family dwells in peace and comfort:
his proud wife, Catelyn; his sons Robb, Brandon, and Rickon;
his daughters Sansa and Arya; and his bastard son, Jon
Snow. Far to the north, behind the towering Wall, lie savage
Wildings and worse̶unnatural things relegated to myth
during the centuries-long summer, but proving all too real and
all too deadly in the turning of the season. Yet a more
immediate threat lurks to the south, where Jon Arryn, the
Hand of the King, has died under mysterious circumstances.
Now Robert is riding north to Winterfell, bringing his queen,
the lovely but cold Cersei, his son, the cruel, vainglorious
Prince Joffrey, and the queenʼs brothers Jaime and Tyrion of
the powerful and wealthy House Lannister̶the first a
swordsman without equal, the second a dwarf whose stunted
stature belies a brilliant mind. All are heading for Winterfell
and a fateful encounter that will change the course of
kingdoms. Meanwhile, across the Narrow Sea, Prince
Viserys, heir of the fallen House Targaryen, which once ruled
all of Westeros, schemes to reclaim the throne with an army
of barbarian Dothraki̶whose loyalty he will purchase in the
only coin left to him: his beautiful yet innocent sister,
Daenerys.
An essential guide to Games of Thrones seasons 1-5,
profiling the noble houses of Westeros through their history,
family tree, character profiles, photos, and much more. Game
of Thrones: The Noble Houses of Westeros Seasons 1-5
serves as a guide to the key
houses as their constant
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struggle for power persists and as the hierarchical structure of
the kingdom evolves. The book is filled with essential
information including each house's sigil, history, home, family
tree, character profiles, and is fully illustrated with series
photography throughout.
Game of Thrones and the Medieval Art of War
Game of Thrones
Seasons 1-5
The Unofficial Guide to Game of Thrones
The Untold History of Westeros and the Game of Thrones

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Novelist Daniel
Abraham and illustrator Tommy Patterson are not
merely turning George R. R. Martin’s epic fantasy A
Game of Thrones into a graphic novel: They are
meticulously translating one art form into another, and
capturing the intricate nuances of Martin’s novels just
as HBO is doing with the blockbuster series. The
Abraham/Patterson collaboration is more than just a
faithful adaptation. It is a labor of love—and a thrilling
masterwork in its own right. Now, in the second volume,
the sweeping action moves from the icy north, where the
bastard Jon Snow seeks to carve out a place for himself
among bitter outcasts and hardened criminals sworn to
service upon the Wall . . . to the decadent south and the
capital city of King’s Landing, where Jon’s father, Lord
Eddard Stark, serves as the Hand of King Robert
Baratheon amid a nest of courtly vipers . . . to the
barbarian lands across the Narrow Sea, where the young
princess Daenerys Targaryen has found the unexpected
in her forced marriage to the Dothraki warlord Khal
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Drogo: love—and with it, for the first time in her life,
power. Meanwhile, the dwarf Tyrion Lannister, accused
by Lady Catelyn Stark of the attempted murder of her
now-crippled youngest son, must call upon all his
cunning and wit to survive when he is captured and
imprisoned in the lofty dungeons of the Eyrie, where
Lady Stark’s sister—a woman obsessed with vengeance
against all Lannisters—rules. But Catelyn’s impulsive
arrest of the Imp will set in motion a series of violent
events whose outcome is fated to shake the world at the
worst possible moment. For now is not the time for
private feuds and bloodthirsty ambitions. Winter is
coming . . . and with it, terrors beyond imagining.
“The best novel concerning the American pop music
culture of the sixties I’ve ever read.”—Stephen King
From #1 New York Times bestselling author George R.
R. Martin comes the ultimate novel of revolution, rock
’n’ roll, and apocalyptic murder—a stunning work of
fiction that portrays not just the end of an era, but the
end of the world as we know it. Onetime underground
journalist Sandy Blair has come a long way from his
radical roots in the ’60s—until something unexpectedly
draws him back: the bizarre and brutal murder of a rock
promoter who made millions with a band called the
Nazgûl. Now, as Sandy sets out to investigate the crime,
he finds himself drawn back into his own past—a magical
mystery tour of the pent-up passions of his generation.
For a new messiah has resurrected the Nazgûl and the
mad new rhythm may be more than anyone bargained
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for—a requiem of demonism, mind control, and death,
whose apocalyptic tune only Sandy may be able to
change in time . . . before everyone follows the beat.
“The wilder aspects of the ’60s . . . roar back to life in
this hallucinatory story by a master of chilling
suspense.”—Publishers Weekly “What a story, full of
nostalgia and endless excitement. . . . It’s taut, tense,
and moves like lightning.”—Tony Hillerman “Daring . . .
a knowing, wistful appraisal of . . . a crucial American
generation.”—Chicago Sun-Times “Moving . . . comic . .
. eerie . . . really and truly a walk down memory
lane.”—The Washington Post
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The history of
the Targaryens comes to life in this masterly work, the
inspiration for HBO’s Game of Thrones prequel series
House of the Dragon “The thrill of Fire & Blood is the
thrill of all Martin’s fantasy work: familiar myths
debunked, the whole trope table flipped.”—Entertainment
Weekly Centuries before the events of A Game of
Thrones, House Targaryen—the only family of
dragonlords to survive the Doom of Valyria—took up
residence on Dragonstone. Fire & Blood begins their
tale with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of
the Iron Throne, and goes on to recount the generations
of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat, all the
way up to the civil war that nearly tore their dynasty
apart. What really happened during the Dance of the
Dragons? Why was it so deadly to visit Valyria after the
Doom? What were Maegor the Cruel’s worst crimes?
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What was it like in Westeros when dragons ruled the
skies? These are but a few of the questions answered in
this essential chronicle, as related by a learned maester
of the Citadel and featuring more than eighty black-andwhite illustrations by artist Doug Wheatley. Readers
have glimpsed small parts of this narrative in such
volumes as The World of Ice & Fire, but now, for the
first time, the full tapestry of Targaryen history is
revealed. With all the scope and grandeur of Gibbon’s
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, Fire & Blood is the first volume of the definitive
two-part history of the Targaryens, giving readers a
whole new appreciation for the dynamic, often bloody,
and always fascinating history of Westeros. Praise for
Fire & Blood “A masterpiece of popular historical
fiction.” —The Sunday Times “The saga is a rich and
dark one, full of both the title’s promised elements. . . .
It’s hard not to thrill to the descriptions of dragons
engaging in airborne combat, or the dilemma of whether
defeated rulers should ‘bend the knee,’ ‘take the black’
and join the Night’s Watch, or simply meet an inventive
and horrible end.”—The Guardian
A Game of Thrones 4-Book Bundle
George R.R. Martin's Official A Game of Thrones
Colouring Book
A Game of Thrones: The Graphic Novel
A Game of Thrones (A Song of Ice and Fire, Book 1)
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